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This time of Lockdown has
provided me with a special

opportunity for inner reflection.
My initial experience was

feelings of panic, anxiety, fear of
the unknown coupled with a very
real sense of not being able to
control what was unfolding.
Quickly I recognized a need for
routine to provide some form of
stability and connection with my
family and my Faith.  My Faith
connection was drawn largely
through meditation which I had
first experienced meditation

Lockdown
-  an Inner Pilgrimage
by Mary Fitness, Papakura

Mary & Stephen Fitness

during my time in Canberra.  Initially this was under the guidance of a
fellow Hospital Chaplain and I found great solace and peace during this
time away from home.

I had already established a routine of daily mediation so, from the
beginning of Lockdown, my husband joined me for morning meditation.
Together we extended our morning prayers to include daily online Mass,
readings and reflection.  The connection during these uncertain times,
particularly when I was unable to participate and celebrate in the Eucharist,
reinforced my spiritual purpose and reminded me that I am not alone.

This inner pilgrimage has taken me back to forgotten yet familiar rituals.
In our “bubble” praying the Rosary each afternoon, with my grandmother’s
rosary beads, provided a reassuring and comforting rhythm to the day.  In
many ways this window of time has been an opportunity to slow down;
time to talk about real issues, read good books, walk in the sunshine and
reflect on the beauty in God’s Creation.  For me this slowing down provided
for a reawakening of those dormant senses so often lost or ignored in the
busyness of what used to be normal day-to-day life.

Lockdown also highlighted the value of new technology by enabling
face-to-face connections with family and friends, as well as nourishing

my spiritual journey through engaging with other groups involved in
Christian Meditation and Virtual Catholic Conferences via Zoom.

These certainly are unusual times and they are not over yet.  Some
people have said that they can’t wait for things to get back to normal - but
what will the new normal look like?  We have been given the gift of time.
Time to reflect on what is really important, what really matters and what
we really need.  I wonder what we have learnt?
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Reflections
on Zoom
Meditation

During Lockdown most of us are
experiencing a “new” normal.

We are very limited in what we can
do.  There is the hope of course that
in this new situation of quiet we may
rediscover God in new ways.  God is
not in Lockdown!

I have carried on my daily
meditation but have been helped
greatly by the Zoom groups that seem
to be springing up like wildfire!
Previously a small group of us would
meet for meditation after the 9.30am
Eucharist every Tuesday.  This
worked well, but the group was small
and often for different reasons, some
could not come.

Enter Lockdown and Zoom!   In
Aotearoa New Zealand there are
many online meditation opportunities.
I belong to one every Thursday at
4.00pm, but I am thinking of perhaps
joining another.  I also belong to an
online WCCM group from England,
but which has participants from many
countries.  They meet on a Sunday
evening.

A final thought.  Many churches
are using Zoom to keep things ticking
over, with the thought that this will all
end one day, and we will get back to
the way things were – going to
church and church events.  I agree
with that, but in the case of online
contemplative meditation via zoom, I
think there could be a case for this
continuing, especially where people
are isolated and need online support.

Fr. Ron Bennett

It was at the pre-seminar retreat
here in Hamilton in 2015 that I first

met Fr Laurence and on that occasion
he introduced me to the name Linda
Kaye.  There were two other people
I was to meet at the seminar, Michael
and Eddie both from Whangarei.
Unknown to me at the time, these
people were to provide me with much
love, guidance and spiritual
companionship on my meditation
journey.

And so began a friendship
spanning from New Zealand to
Florida USA, culminating in Linda
Kaye joining us here in New Zealand
in Oct 2017.  Under the Health
umbrella of the WCCM outreach
programmes, Linda spent a week
with us sharing her experience of
Addiction and Recovery and

Meditation.

Not long after this, I was
introduced to the world of ZOOM!
Linda had started an Addiction and

Recovery, Meditation as an 11th

Step Practice in Florida.  This began
my journey of remembering to mute,
suddenly disappearing off the screen,
and then having to lead the group,
more learning and experimenting.
Can you  ever make the bell sound
half decent on Zoom?!  Has every
one muted their microphones? - if not
you soon find out, especially I’m the
one who has forgotten to unmute
when speaking!

In November 2018 I started a
Zoom meeting, Addiction and

ZOOM 11th Step Meetings

by Annette Reinheimer

Leunig Lockdown

Recovery, Meditation as an 11th

Step Practice from here in New
Zealand so had some idea of what I
was doing, although each time we
Zoomed, I just hoped it would be ok
and mostly it was.  Sharing this gift
of Zoom has been an important part
of my journey.  Offering other
meditators the opportunity to discover
readings that speak to them, and
sharing them with the group, has
provided depth and meaning for their
journey as it did for me.  Suddenly I
found myself surrounded by a
community of mediators from New
Zealand and the rest of the world -
literally a monastery without walls!

I am very grateful for the technical
and spiritual support from both Linda
Kaye (Florida USA) and Lucy Beck
(Vermont USA) who guided me on
my Zoom journey.  Lucy has very
kindly set up an exclusive link for the
Addiction and Recovery

Meditation as an 11th Step Practice

meditation groups as well as the daily
Evening Meditation Group at 5.30pm
from here in New Zealand

Zoom has opened up so many
possibilities and I am thrilled to hear
that NZCCM are now offering online
courses using the Zoom platform -
wonderful!

If anyone wants more information
about the above groups, I would love
to hear from you.

Email:  annettere852@gmail.com
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In late 2019 I bought a 16 month diary, and in the front I
copied two quotes.  The first is from Thomas Merton:
Finally I am coming to the conclusion that my highest
ambition is to be what I already am.

The second is from Carl Jung:
For the young person it is almost a sin – and certainly a
danger – to be too much occupied with (the) self; but for the
ageing person it is a duty and a necessity to give serious
attention to (the) self.

So, when I saw in the WCCM news that
there was to be a yoga retreat at Bonnevaux,
led by Giovanni Felicioni, I was in the frame
of mind to want to accept, acknowledge and
pay attention to and to aspire to be what I
already am - an ageing person.  Here was
an opportunity to focus on integrating body
and spirit, yoga and meditation, the physical
and the spiritual, roots and wings.  I had
experienced Giovanni’s unique, refreshingly
light-hearted and liberating style at the
WCCM Meditation Retreat at Monte Oliveto
earlier in the year, and I wanted more!

Of course, I had known about the Paris
transport strikes, and had experience of just
how disruptive of the best laid plans this peculiarly French
phenomenon can be, so at first I wasn’t too phased by the
news that the train from the airport to Poitiers was
cancelled.  However, after a frustrating and very
uncomfortable day shuttling back and forth across Paris, I
met with eight others in a similar predicament.  A minivan
from Bonnevaux had been dispatched to pick us all up.
With David, our driver, we were ten to fit in a nine seater
van:  two from UK, two from Italy, two from Finland, one
from Poland, one from Belgium, and me from New
Zealand.  Heroically, David drove us the four hours back
to Bonnevaux and we eventually arrived to a warm
welcome at the Abbaye, a belated evening meal, and a
comfortable bed.  What a blessing!  What a day!

Each day at Bonnevaux began with silent meditation in
the chapel next to the Abbaye and continued with

morning prayer and meditation before breakfast, meditation
before lunch and again before dinner.  Breakfast and lunch
were eaten in silence.  There was a yoga session each
morning and each afternoon.  Immediately there was a
beautiful, welcoming, comforting rhythm established.  It
was, as Joan Chittister observes in A Little Rule for

Beginners,

“After all, they are home now –
at the very heart of the community,
surrounded by brothers and sisters,
where we all nourish one another.”

Yoga Retreat at Bonnevaux

by Alison Kerr

X

The group was diverse in age, in stature, in nationality,
in familiarity with the Christian tradition of meditation as
practised at Bonnevaux and in experience of yoga as a
practice.  For example, there were some very experienced
yoga teachers, and there were others, like me, for whom
yoga is a relatively recent discovery.  One common
denominator was the “chasing Giovanni” factor, as
expressed especially by those who had experienced
Giovanni’s practice at his former home in London.
Wherever we came from, and whatever our background
and experience, whatever language we spoke as our

mother tongue, the wonderful, almost
miraculous thing was that when we came
together in the beautiful salon, “The Blue
Room”, under Giovanni’s expert
leadership and guidance, we were
somehow united.  It was never, Giovanni
insisted, about the shape of the body.  It
was about “coming to presence” in the
“practice of nearness”, in making friends
with, “befriending” and “dwelling in” our
own bodies, in “the discovery that we
breathe and are breathed, move and are
moved, touch and are touched”.  It was
about weight and orienting ourselves in

Giovanni Felicioni
gravity.  It was about safety and about
how and where our bodies are clever and

resourceful.  It was about “principles and tools for a

movement practice”.  There were tears and there was

laughter.  There was talk and there was silence.  There

was wonderful, beautifully presented, nourishing food.

There was physical beauty in the landscape and in the

buildings at Bonnevaux.  There was a deep, reverent

stillness and silence in the chapel.  There was rain and

lots of mud outside, and a warm, lived-in comfortable

kindness inside the Abbaye that spoke of home where we

all nourish one another.  It was a nourishing time in a

nourishing place.  It was a time of deepening roots and

strengthening wings.

When the retreat was over and the strikes were not, it

was Catherine who drove the minivan to Paris and then

all the way home to Bonnevaux, in true Benedictine style.

We had surely been welcomed and honoured as Christ,

just as St. Benedict said we were to be, in chapter 53 of

his Rule.

In the library at Bonnevaux I found this little bit of
profound wisdom from Rumi:

When thirsty for spiritual life,
don’t settle for just a sip
stay with your thirst and you will see
how the heavens will open their doors
to the water of life
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The lockdown has given me the
time and opportunity to write up

my personal recollection of the origins
of our meditation community in this
country.  This is currently being
compiled by our Stillpoint editor,
Margaret Paton.  There is in this story
a parallel with the development of the
international community.  As many
know, it began with John Main when
he was working with the Colonial
Service in Malaya prior to
independence.  He was introduced to
the practice by a Swami Satyananda
whom he met in the course of his
work.  The Swami was running the
Pure Life Orphanage in Kuala
Lumpur at the time.  I had the good
fortune to visit this orphanage with
members of the international
community in 2006 and again in 2011.

John Main died in Montreal,
Quebec, on 30 December, 1982.
There was no succession plan.  He
simply told Fr. Laurence, who was
his primary caregiver, that “You will
know what you have to do.”  Fr.
Laurence at the time was in his early
30s and newly professed and ordained
as a Benedictine monk.  Many left
the community following Fr. John’s
death.  Fr. Laurence has described
the period following as a time in which
he noticed changes within himself and
others in the community, and how
gradually a sense of direction began
to emerge.  Through each stage he
has recognized this as the work of
the Spirit.  It is primarily through his
efforts that we have become a
worldwide community.

The beginnings in New Zealand
were rather shaky.  The first contact
was Avis Ridley whom I knew as a
member of the parish when I was in
Tokoroa.  Avis went to Montreal after
the death of John Main and it was
she who invited Fr. Laurence to visit
New Zealand in the mid-1980s.  I first
met Fr. Laurence in April 1988 when
he gave a retreat day at St Paul’s
Church in Symonds Street, Auckland.
I attempted to meditate at that time
but quickly gave up.  It was not until

NZCCM  -  Our Shaky Beginnings

by Fr. Peter Murphy

Back Row L to R:  Stan Martin, Ross Miller, Peter Murphy, Max Broadbent
Front Row L to R:  Hugh McLaughlin, Diana Halloran, Jane Hole

The Pure Life Society, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

ten years later that I joined a Christian
meditation group in Massey, West
Auckland.  The national community
had not really grown in that time.  In
1995 we had the visit of Paul Harris,
editor of Silence & Stillness in Every
Season, and other books.  His visit
was very significant in keeping the
flame alight.  I have met him a few
times subsequently and expressed
appreciation for what he did for us at
that time, also at his own expense.

The visit of Fr. Laurence in
November 1999 was the occasion of
the second birth of our community.
Rev. Richard Clarke in Wellington
was the National Co-ordinator and I
worked with him in organizing Fr.
Laurence’s visit.  From there we
haven’t looked back.  Fr. Laurence
led the first Essential Teaching
Weekend in Wellington in 2002 and,

on a later visit in 2005, he encouraged
us to form a national council, which
we did later that year.  In early 2004
Richard died of cancer and I took
over as National Co-ordinator.  We
were assisted in those early years by
the community in Australia and we
modelled ourselves largely on their
organization.  For me our coming of
age was the organizing of our first
national retreat at St Cuthbert’s
College, Auckland in April 2007.

Our community is fragile for it
relies upon the voluntary goodwill and
efforts of us, its members.  For us
who are regular meditators, the
energy and love we find in our
practice has confirmed that this
indeed is a work of the Spirit in an
age hungry for spiritual growth.  It is
this spirit that continues to nurture the
growth of our community.

The Original Council  -  December 2005

Fr Laurence and Mother Mangalam,
who succeeded Swami Satyananda

X
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Michael Dougherty, the Christian
Meditation Regional Co-

ordinator for Northland, sent out a
lovely Easter greeting email.  It
included two quotations from
scripture.  I could not resist making
notes on them.  Here is the first:

Out of God’s deepest mercy
A dawn will come from on high,
Light for those shadowed by death,
A guide for our feet on the way to

peace. Luke 1:78-79

God’s deepest mercy…
The Greek actually says our God,

but our God, in our day, often implies
some cosy personal ownership or
even control, as in the old evangelical
song, Blessed Assurance, Jesus is

Mine…  We may be understanding
of this, but nevertheless it misses the
point, it results in a reduced God,
serving my needs and making me
happy, eventually a God fashioned in
my image, and that is idolatry.  Our
God, as Luke uses the phrase, is the
loving Creator of all, breathing life
into all God’s creation, making all
things new, supremely unveiled in
Jesus crucified and risen.  That is the
wonder of it for Luke.  The God of
all is the God of deepest mercy.

Deepest mercy…
Two words in Greek.  The first,

almost unpronounceable, is
splagchna.  It’s a plural noun and it
means, literally, the viscera of the
abdomen – the King James Version
sometimes translates it bowels (see
especially Phil 1:8 KJV), but here they
delicately chose “tender”.  The
second is eleos which is mercy,
compassion.  It by-passes blame,
guilt, recompense, and all the heads-
must-roll ethos of our day and culture.
Deepest mercy restores us to what
we are, unconditionally known and
loved.

A dawn will come from on high…

“Dawn” is a word you may
recognise: anatole.  I don’t know

Walking in the Light

by Ross Miller

X

anyone called Anatole,
but it was reasonably
common in Victorian
times.  It means day-
break, dawn, sunrise.
Luke pictures what I
often see from where I
live - the sun coming up
over Kawau, and a
dark world being filled with light and
beauty.  Even dark clouds can’t hide
the sunrise – it is behind and through
them all.  And so…

light for those shadowed by
death…

Luke actually wrote, those sitting
in darkness and in the shadow of
death.  The verb relates to both
darkness and the shadow of death –
the human condition, the darkness of
loss and sorrow, loss of faith it may
be, fear of tomorrow, failure in life’s
tasks and goals… and sitting in the
inevitability of mortality, our death.
Luke pictures the light rising and
irradiating all this human frailty and
suffering.  It is the light of truth, love,
mercy, meaning.

a guide for our feet on the way to
peace.

But the Greek is more pointed than
that.  The verb means actively to
guide, to take by the hand, to set right,
to conduct.  It is not merely that we
have a pattern of peace we may
follow.  The Spirit of Christ leads and
encourages us, changes us and
empowers us, makes us wise in the
ways of peace.

Michael gave us a second
quotation.  This one is from St Paul,
or from whoever wrote the Letter to
the Ephesians:

....in Christ you too
are being built together
to become a dwelling
in which God lives by His Spirit.

Ephesians 2:22

you too…
Ephesus, a port city and the seat

of the regional Roman Governor, was

at the time second only to Rome as a
cosmopolitan centre of culture and
commerce.  In Ephesus the church
must have been really cosmopolitan.
We can picture a church inclusive of
Jews, Greeks, Romans, and native
locals challenged by Paul and others
to abandon their worship of Artemis

and other gods of the Greek and

Roman pantheons.  Paul says here

“you too…”  Whoever you are,

whatever your cultural and religious

background, in Christ you belong here

with everyone else.

are being built together…

It is one word in Greek, a big

compound verb in passive voice.  In

one usage it is a technical building

term meaning to build with various

materials together.  Here it pictures

a mixture of people being built

together into the House of God.

There is no individualism here.  We

live and grow in Christ together.

to become a dwelling in which God

lives by his Spirit. 
The noun “dwelling”, oikos,

means a home, a dwelling-place.  (It
is also the derivation of the modern
word “ecumenical” a “place” where
all are together). 

Now Paul is stating that God

dwells in this body of very diverse and

very fallible and erratic people.

Perhaps when we might be tempted

to give up on the church, it is as well

to remember that it is a dwelling in

which God lives by His Spirit.  Paul

writes movingly of this in 1Corinthians

1:26-31.
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S ixteen Christian meditators, from
Canada, Ireland, Australia, England, including five

from New Zealand, mostly older and retired, undertook
the 7th WCCM pilgrimage to India in February.

This fourteen day pilgrimage was centred on stays at
three Christian ashrams, framed by visits to various places
associated with St .Thomas, Apostle to India, and
complemented by engagement with sacred sites of other
faith traditions in India, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism and
Jainism.  These visits were often deepened by teaching
and discussion with people from these faith communities.
Kenneth Wilson, the pilgrimage leader from England, with
his knowledge of Indian culture and religion, was able to
relate to the local people we met, facilitating dialogue in
ways that would not otherwise have been possible,
translating alien practices and ideas to connect with our
group of Christian meditators.  Each day was oriented,
morning and evening, by meditation in the WCCM
tradition.

During the pilgrimage we learned that Indian
spirituality, in whatever tradition, is characterized by a
style that is colourful, ornate and profoundly sacramental,
by thinking that is tolerant of multiplicity in practice and
understanding.  Meditation is the basis of Indian
spirituality.  In each of the ashrams we experienced
somewhat different versions of Indian Christian
spirituality in terms of practice, liturgy and understanding,
and had the opportunity for dialogue.  The ashrams all
welcomed a visit from WCCM.  Kurisumala even bought
spoons and toilet paper for our visit (items not used by
Indians), suggesting western retreatants were
unprecedented at this isolated rural ashram.  Aanmodaya
ashram was particularly interesting because they have
adopted Christian meditation as their practice and
become a centre for dissemination of the practice in
southern India.  In several talks they illluminated Christian
meditation by contextualizing it within a range of Indian
spiritual practices.

What did the pilgrimage offer participants?

By being exposed to different holy places, devotional
practices, sacred symbols and stories, both Christian and
non-Christian, we are led towards a deeper appreciation
of and participation in our own Christian tradition.  Yet
by also being led beyond our customary approach within
our faith practice, this experience intimates that we are
part of a greater picture than we had realized.  We are
opened in a new way to the mystery of the gracious
divine Presence manifested in different ways in the lives
of all of us as human beings.
Why are these WCCM pilgrimages valuable?

They enable groups of meditators to engage with the
Eastern spirituality which has contributed to the
development of WCCM, from John Main our founder

Christian Ashrams and Churches of St Thomas
WCCM Pilgrimage, February 2020

Kurisumala Ashram Eucharist

Annmodhaya Ashram Eucharist

who learned mediation from Swami Satyananda, through
Bede Griffith who inspired the formation of the World
Community, to the dialogues between Fr. Laurence
Freeman and the Dalai Lama.  By deepening our own
understanding and motivation they can contribute towards
a renewal of our own Christian tradition that is based on
seeking to recover the contemplative experience that is at
its heart.  Many of those we met were interested to discover
a contemplative dimension within the Christian faith
tradition and learn about WCCM.

Real (though limited) experience of different faith
practices and understandings, both within and beyond

our own Christian tradition, increases our respect and
appreciation for the diverse range of human faith traditions,
enabling us to modestly contribute towards tolerance,
understanding and collaboration between the different
groups that make up humanity.  We can welcome our human
diversity as one of God’s gifts to us.  Sharing this approach
is one outward aspect of the mission of WCCM which
these pilgrimages support.

As we left Kerala the first three cases of Covid 19
were reported there.  How fortunate we were in the timing
of our pilgrimage.  How different the world looks now.

a report from Nick Polaschek

X
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Our biennial gathering of the

NZCCM Benedictine Oblates

was held from 16-19 March at a

retreat centre in rural Wairarapa, run

by the Magnificat Community.  We

returned to this place because our last

gathering held there went so well.

Of our 44 National Oblate

Community of 22 were able to attend.

Participants included people who had

made their Final Oblation going back

as far as 2001, (in Australia), and

several who had become postulants

last year.  The gathering was led by

our new National Co-ordinator Jo

Ward, assisted by long time outgoing

co-ordinator Hugh McLaughlin.

Each day included four sessions

of  Divine Office with meditation,

and two Forum sessions on topics led

by members of our Oblate

Community.  We observed silence

according to the monastic tradition

from the last Office at night to the

Journeying Towards Oblatehood
a report from Nick Polaschek

first Forum session in the morning.
During the rest of the day we were
able to talk with others in our Oblate
Community, rarely met because
members are widely scattered
throughout the country.

On each day the two Forum
sessions were led by local cell groups
from across the country, providing
input for shared reflection on several
relevant topics:

What Community Means to Us

New Beginnings in our Lives

and Oblatehood

Solitude and Curating Space

for Silence

Rethinking Oblate Formation

and Mentoring.

All of the new participants shared
with the group about their journey
towards joining the Benedictine
Oblate Community.

At a ceremony on Tuesday in the
Magnificate Community Chapel, Tim
Auld made his Final Profession as an

Oblate after a number of years as a
Novice.  Four meditators: Alison Kerr,
Karen Moynagh, Marie Shepherd and
Vincent Maire, made their Novice
Professions.

On the last evening we farewelled

with thanks Hugh McLaughlin

as National Co-ordinator for Oblates,

a role he has held for the last 12 years,

whilst also serving the wider NZCCM

Community in various other ways

over many years.  Ross Miller, long-

time collaborator with Hugh, gave a

witty and insightful talk based on his

memories about Hugh’s long service.

Others also contributed their

thoughtful thanks to Hugh.

All of us who attended the

gathering appreciated the opportunity

to be together as a group who share

a commitment to the Benedictine

form of the Christian way within the

NZCCM community. X
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Hugh McLaughlin  -  a Tribute

from Ross Miller, Jane Hole & Linda Polaschek on behalf the NZ Oblates Community

Hugh having a “cuppa”
during the Retreat

Hugh with Shirley Duthie
and Fr Laurence

In January 2004, when Dick Clark
(National Co-ordinator of the

fledgling New Zealand Christian

Meditation Community) died, Hugh

took on the role of Wellington regional

co-ordinator.  Dick Clarke had

established the Wellington

Community’s relationship with the

Home of Compassion, Island Bay, for

their Saturday days of recollection,

and Hugh found generous

organisational support there in the

person of Sister Annette.  At that

time there were around six meditation

groups scattered throughout the

Wellington region, which Hugh visited

from time to time.

Hugh’s vital role in introducing

and supporting meditation in schools

started in 2005, when he took a

teacher aide job with Sacred Heart

Cathedral primary school in

Wellington.  The DRS, Jane Regan,

was sympathetic to meditation and it

soon became part of the RE

curriculum.  It was during the seven

years at the school that Hugh

developed the method of explaining

meditation to staff and pupils that he

was to use in the many other schools

where he established meditation.  He

also made up a CD offering a variety

of meditation times, a valuable

resource for teachers conducting

meditation sessions with different age

groups.  Other schools where Hugh

talked to staff and helped class

teachers were St Patrick’s Primary

School, Kilbirnie; St Bernadette’s,

Naenae; St Teresa’s, Plimmerton; St

Brendan’s, Heretaunga;  St Antony’s,

Seatoun; St Francis de Sales, Island

Bay; St Brigid’s, Johnsonville;

Cardinal McKeefry, Wilton; San

Antonio, Eastbourne.  These were all

Catholic primary schools, and although

meditation did not become an

established practice at all the schools,

Hugh was always made welcome.

He found that secondary schools, on

the other hand, were in general not

so open to the practice, an impression

borne out by those involved in

meditation in schools in other New

Zealand cities.

Hugh moved to live in Kapiti in

2014, and it became more

difficult to visit Wellington.  The arrival

in Wellington of Fr. John Pettit in late

2018, with his experience of

meditation in schools was a godsend,

until, sadly for the Wellington school

meditation scene, Fr John was moved

to the South Island, early 2020.

Hugh helped Fr. Peter Murphy

present meditation sessions at two of

the triennial national Catholic

Education Conventions, 2009 and

2012, and spoke at the workshops that

Fr. Peter arranged.  Over the years,

Hugh also spoke at some of the

teacher days held by the Catholic

Education Office at Island Bay.

In January 2009, at the NZCCM

National Retreat, Hugh was asked by

Fr. Peter Murphy and Fr. Laurence

Freeman to take over as Oblate Co-

ordinator, a role he filled for eleven

years.  At that time there were nine

in the Oblate Community; today there

are 42, an increase due in no small

part to Hugh’s encouraging

leadership.  The most vital

achievement, in Hugh’s eyes, of his

early years in the role was the

establishing of cell groups in different

parts of the country.  He felt that

these cells became the main source

of support for many Oblate

Postulants and Novices.  Also during

Hugh’s years of leadership, a system

of writing “epistles” was  established,

by which  those in the  Oblate

Community took turns fortnightly to

write a short personal communication

to be distributed by email to the rest

of the Community.  This has allowed

the fast-growing Community to get

to know one another better, and to

strengthen the bonds between them.

As changes seem to be afoot

concerning some of the processes of

the worldwide WCCM Benedictine

Oblate Community, Hugh says he will

be interested to see what shape these

will take.  Meanwhile Hugh feels that

Jo Ward has the energy and foresight

to make an excellent co-ordinator of

our New Zealand Oblate Community,
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Hugh with Jo Ward at the change-over
of NZ Oblates Leadership

particularly as she is able to visit

Oblates around the country, which

Hugh was not in a position to do.  

In 2016, Damian Robertson, who

had given exceptional service as

Community Treasurer, (especially in

managing all the accounts from the

John Main Seminar in Hamilton in

2015), announced that she wished to

retire from the role.  Ngaire

McLaughlin and Hugh offered to take

it on - a great relief to the Council, as

at that time no-one else seemed

willing to assume this vital role for the

Community.  With family help, Ngaire

and Hugh set up a simple system for

overseeing the Community’s

finances, which they administered

very successfully.  In 2019, when

Ngaire and Hugh needed to retire

from the role of Treasurer, Maureen

Eberhart stepped forward to offer her

services, and the McLaughlins were

delighted and grateful to be able to

leave NZCCM finances in the hands

of someone so obviously capable and

experienced.

A t the Oblate Retreat in

Featherston in March this year,

Ross Miller paid personal tribute to

Hugh in words that echo the feelings

of many of us:

“I want to say thank you to Hugh.

Hugh, along with Jane Hole and I, are

the same vintage of professed

Oblates, in New Zealand.  Our final

Commitment was in Sydney, in 2005

with Fr. Laurence Freeman presiding.

Hugh, you took over the leadership

of the NZ Oblates when I couldn’t

do it.  At that time we were a

relatively new Community still under

the aegis of the Australian

Benedictine Oblate Community,

whose leader (and the International

Benedictine Oblate Leader) was the

formidable Trish Panton.  It was

during your time as Leader that our

Community took its full and

independent status.  Back then, you

stepped up, however reluctantly at the

time, at the Community’s call.  That

is something we should remember.

And I now remember times when

it was so good to have you there.

One year, our arrangement to meet

at Kopua fell through at the last

minute, double-booked or something,

and next I heard that we could meet

at your apartment at Karori.  So we

invaded your domestic life.  Ngaire

must have been mightily

inconvenienced, but somehow it all

worked out, and sometime later

Ngaire came and prepared delicious

meals for us at another venue (it was

Christchurch).  You have waited for

us at airports.  You have clarified the

page numbers and mysteries of the

Benedictine Daily Office.  You and

Ngaire have managed money for us.

You have always sought the advice

and counsel of your colleagues.

I think mordant Irish humour and

Benedictine liberality go mysteriously

very well together.  Hugh exemplifies

that.  He expects the worst, and if he

gets it, he knows there’s probably

worse to come.  But topping it all is

Hugh’s lovely faith in God, his

humane Catholicism – do you

remember telling me once, jocularly,

“Oh you cannot trust those English

Catholics”,  his manifest humility, his

love for us all.  So thank you, Hugh.”

Reflection in Lockdown:
The Patience of Ordinary Things

from Joy Stewart

In this time of restriction and

slowing down, my awareness
has turned more to what is in front
of me, what has always been here,
but maybe otherwise overlooked.
The things in this poem are everyday
ordinary things which I usually take
for granted, do without a thought, but
which hold and can teach me that
lovely virtue of patience … of calm
endurance, of waiting.

The Patience of Ordinary Things

Pat Schneider*

It is a kind of love, is it not?
How the cup holds the tea,
how the chair stands sturdy

and foursquared,
how the floor receives
the bottoms of shoes

or toes.  How the soles of feet know
where they’re supposed to be.

I’ve been thinking about the patience
of ordinary things,

how clothes wait respectfully
in closets,

and soap dries quietly in the dish,
and towels drink the wet
from the skin of the back,

and the lovely repetition of stairs.
And what is more generous

than a window?

Most mornings I sit at my kitchen
bench my hands holding the cup
which “holds the tea” and have
breakfast, looking out through my
generous window.  On these
beautiful sunny mornings I have
been able to push back the window,
opening it wide to the space, beauty
and generosity before me of sunlight,
blue sky, distant hills, birdsong, and
now autumn colours, which spill in
over the sill greeting and enveloping
me as if saying:  “we have been
patiently waiting for you”.  It may
be for but a fleeting moment, but it
truly is a kind of love, is it not?

*from Another River: New and Selected Poems

Amherst Writers & Artists Press
https://patschneider.com/pat/the-patience-of-
ordinary-things/ XX
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During our period of lockdown, over a dozen weekly
zoom meditation sessions popped up. I want to

warmly thank all those meditation leaders who took the
initiative, grappled with the technology and provided much
welcomed connections for our meditation community.

Linda Polaschek

Here are some reflections on what this on-line
meditation meant for meditators:

Just some appreciative feedback from me about how
we are getting on with zoom meditation.

We are so blessed to have the technology that
connects; our group has been meeting weekly now instead
of fortnightly, since zoom makes it less onerous to get
together. I have mostly used the resources from the
WCCM website, and I send them out in advance by email.
We usually have 5 - 8 people joining. For those members
who cannot link in, someone drops off a hard copy of the
readings with the idea that we are virtually meditating
together. The sharing after meditation has been rich.

Thank you Linda and Clare for initiating me into this
form, a radical way to confront the limitations of these
times.

Tara D’Sousa

Online meditation is much easier than l thought it might
be and provides a genuine experience of community
contemplation - after getting over the distraction of seeing
yourself on screen that is!

It has been a great way to learn and practise skills
related to meditating online which will be useful now and
beyond our lockdown time.  In post-covid times it may be
helpful for local groups to sometimes meet online as
circumstances dictate - bad weather, illness, etc

Zoom Meditation
It is lovely to meditate with those from all over New

Zealand in these strange times.  I hope this “national”
meditation can continue, in some form, post-covid.

Mary McLister

Living remotely on Great Barrier Island and isolated
from my Oblate Northern group, I am delighted to join the
daily on-line groups on Zoom - apart from needing to learn
patience with the idiosyncrasies of computer skills,
grappling with the offgrid power and fickle internet
reception.

Renewing friendships with other Oblates from around
New Zealand that you only meet briefly every year or so
on retreats, from the Catlins and Mosgiel to Nelson, Kapiti
Coast to Napier, Tauranga to Great Barrier Island, including
the main cities of course.

The Zoom face-to-face communication humanizes and
enriches the experience.  Sharing discussions on readings
and teachings before or after gives support and inspiration
for my own journey and strengthens my resolve and
commitment.  Most importantly it affirms the love of the
Benedictine Community.

I hope some of the groups will continue after the
lockdown as it is a blessing for me.

Teresa Manion Wood

I wanted to let you know how much I am appreciating
having the opportunity to meet for meditation as usual on
a Wednesday morning, with the added blessing of including
meditators from far afield.  It’s such a lovely blessing and
enriches the meditation times hugely to be able to introduce
new people and new perspectives into our little group. 

It has got me thinking about how we could incorporate
the real and the virtual into our meditation times when we
return to “normal”.  Something I read today in an article
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from epidemiologists Michael Baker and Nick Wilson,
about the changes we New Zealanders could take forward
into the future, struck a real chord with me:  They suggest
building on the momentum towards a more cohesive
society, with more connectedness and inclusion, and with
“kindness” enshrined as a guiding principle. 

This seems to me to speak to the guiding principles of
Benedictine life.  Joan Chittister in her commentary called
A Little Rule for Beginners, speaks in Chapter 71: Mutual
obedience, (today’s reading) of “the willingness to listen to the

needs and the hopes, the dreams and the ideas of those around us,

rather than promote our own”.  This she says, “is surely the foundation

of an indomitable group”.  She goes on:  “This chorus of voices

calling us to listen to the wisdom around us, to try the ideas that stretch our

very souls, that hold us up and call us on when we are least able

ourselves to think new thoughts, and recognise new grace - are exactly

the gift communities are able to give.   Obedience to one another is the

strength of community, the brilliance of community, the voice of community,

in the midst of which we can now hear the voice of God”.

Alison Kerr

During this lockdown we had to look for new ways to
pray thus using Zoom for support in our meditation group.
Thanks be to God for the gifts given to all that work in the
technology field.  It feels a little strange as I don’t know
98 per cent of the meditators, but realise the importance
of the support of the group.  I do miss the physical presence
of our weekly support group but in the meantime it’s great
that you’ve organised this group.

Temara Presland

My comment would be how beautifully it creates
community.  When I came off yesterday, I felt quite
emotional about being part of such a meaningful and
blessed group and wouldn’t John Main be so proud!  Thank
you

Kathy Egan

There is a gentleness and sense of “communion” about
the gathering that really nourishes me.

Sue Cosgrove

What I can add would be of general agreement that
having this connection coming right into our home base is
most satisfying.  While we all meditate together there is a
powerful sense of unity and co-habitation with God
working on the personal and social parts of our spirituality.

Frank Meenan

People have really appreciated being able to continue
meeting this way with zoom and we’ve had full houses.

Noel Bryant

When I received an email invitation from Linda for an
online meditation session shortly after we went into
lockdown, I leapt at the opportunity.  I’d been interested
off and on over the years when people mentioned online
groups were available, but I’d hesitated to try it out without
knowing anyone who would be there.

I found the first session Linda and Clare offered really
valuable, especially appreciating the sense of community
built around a common purpose.  It was grounding in a
time of uncertainty when we weren’t sure how the
unprecedented limitations of Alert Level 4 would affect
us all.  Linda and Clare then offered a “how to do it”
session which was relaxed and friendly and I realised “I
could do this too”.

An idea was emerging and I decided to offer online
meditation as a community outreach in my area.  To my
surprise there was some interest and, with the support of
Bev from Auckland, we have a small group now doing
the Six Week Introduction to Christian Meditation on
Zoom.

On a personal level I found the experience of the online
group meditation a great encouragement in my practice,
and with Clare’s support I have also joined two early
morning London based groups.

I had started an Interfaith WCCM meditation group at
Waikato Hospital with guidance from Judi Taylor who runs
an Interfaith group in Sydney.  Judi’s group moved online
during their lockdown and I was invited to join that online
group meeting.  This has been helpful for me to have
experience of such a group while I am forming the new
group in Hamilton.

Although it shouldn’t be so, I am continually amazed
at how God leads us.  Linda and Clare wouldn’t have
known their generosity in providing an online home in the
midst of  a pandemic would bear such fruit.  I am thankful
for their leap of faith and look forward to further
opportunities for using online media to share the gift of
meditation.

Rosie Dell

It’s been wonderful being able to continue with our
group meditation.  We were saying last night how we
appreciate the ongoing connection and encouragement
we’re giving each other.

Paula O’Boyle

There are plenty of ongoing on-line meditation options for those who prefer to meditate at home,
or add one or more on-line groups to their weekly routine:

4.00pm   Tuesdays with Rosie This group focuses on introducing meditation to new meditators
but is open to anyone.  Contact: Rosie Dell revrosiedell@gmail.com  

4.00pm   Thursdays Contact Teresa Manion-Wood: teresa.mawoo@xtra.co.nz
5.30pm   Mon-Fri with Annette Contact Annette Reinheimer: annettere852@gmail.com
6.00pm  Tuesdays with Jane Contact: Jane Hole holejane66@hotmail.com 
7.30pm   Sundays with Ken Contact Ken Hutchison  ken.hutchi@gmail.com 

X

And more, of course, on the wccm website  https://www.onlinemeditationwccm.org/
in a range of languages, so it’s handy to choose an English speaking one!
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New on Pleroma Shelves: by Shirley Duthie

The Universal Christ:   Richard Rohr
This is the perfect book for thinkers wanting to absorb the lessons learned during Covid-19
lockdown into their post-pandemic living.  In many ways The Universal Christ is a sequel
to The Divine Dance, (No.1 on my Most Transformative Book list).  Richard Rohr articulates
what contemplatives gradually move toward understanding, i.e. that Jesus (the) Christ is a
portrait of God’s constant, unfolding work in the world as we learn to recognise the Creator’s
presence all around us, and in everyone we meet.  This is a book of deep hope and
encouragement, it is also a book to wrestle with, to read and re-read as we grow to understand
the invitation and reach the place where we can marvel at how God liberates and loves all
that is.
Hardback.   260pp.   $39.99
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/products/search/?s=The+Universal+Christ

Dancing to My Death:   Daniel O’Leary
In June of 2018 Daniel O’Leary received the news that most of us dread – a cancer
diagnosis.  As a teacher, retreat facilitator, writer and priest, it was natural for him to journal
his thoughts and feelings during this journey.  It was completed just before his death in
January 2019, and is both raw and courageous.  It certainly pulls no punches as he allows us
the privilege of experiencing his soul in chaos.  During his final illness Daniel found a great
clarity about what is important in life.  This is a book of tough honesty written to share.
Daniel wrote an Afterword that ends “Gradually, everything somehow is becoming more
simple and just fading away.  We grow, and we die, by subtraction.  Is that all there is?  So
why do I refer to the approach of death as a dance?  Then he quotes from Kahil Gibran’s
The Prophet ending with the words:

And when you have reached the mountain top,

then you shall begin to climb,

And when the earth shall claim your limbs,

then shall you truly dance”.

210pp.   $31.99
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/products/search/?s=Dancing+to+My+Death

Veil Over the Light:   Joy Cowley
This collection of Joy Cowley’s spiritual writings (reflections, stories and poems) is described
as luminous.  If you accept the definition of that word as “the giving off of light; bright or
shining” then this is indeed what you will find in Veil Over the Light.  In Letter from a

Grandmother written to a nearly twenty year old granddaughter, Joy muses on the task of
coping with a stroppy ego and ends with these words of wisdom  “...see your ego as the
unruly child and know that we can never be angry with children.  Hold your ego tenderly
and wisely, and it will go to sleep”.

This collection is full of such insights, nuggets of wisdom to be savoured and unpacked.
The book is a best-seller with purchasers coming back again and again, with stories of how
it has blessed the wounded and frail but also the whole and hearty, as they order more
copies for yet more gifts.  You will be touched deeply, as I was, by the story of the Bedouin
man’s feet “feet with a history” that brought me a whole new understanding of the many
New Testment references to the washing, drying and annointing of feet.  Find this in the
story entitled “Apple Tea”.  Beautiful colour photography complements and highlights the
contents making this book a simple delight.
168pp.  $29.99
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/products/search/?s=Veil+Over+the+Light

Go to the links below each item for further information.

Order at www.christiansupplies.co.nz telephone 0508 988 988 (toll free) or email order@pleroma.org.nz
X
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Forty Days of Silence

In his foreword to the book, Fr.
Laurence Freeman offers valuable

perspectives on silence and how it
relates to our present circumstances.
Here are some of his thoughts:

This preciously simple book is as
calm in its tone as its subject: silence.
Not just silence in short snatches as
we are used to it today, but extended,
and so deepening silence.  Silence as
a dimension of reality that has an
immeasurable number of degrees,
each simpler than the one before.
Forty days is neither a long nor a short
time, of course, but means ‘as long
as it takes’.

For those who have no space left
in their heads after the accumulated,
never-emptying data of social media,
calendars and Netflix, the intriguing
taste of silence in these short chapters
could be life-changing.  Just knowing
that something like real silence exists,
changes the way life looks to you.  If
you have become used to the work
of silence in your lives through regular
contemplative practice, these
quotations and allusions will refresh
and renew your love for this interior
work.

Maybe you have never started this
work of silence, because you never
had the time or didn’t know what to
do.  Well, the following pages may
mark a new beginning for you.  I
believe you will be able to trust the
experience they convey.

by Jane Hole

Copies are now available of

Forty Days of Silence, Insights of Contemplative Writers

If you would like to order for yourself, friends, groups or community events,
please order by email from Jane Hole holejane66@hotmail.com

stating how many copies you need and giving a postal address.
All proceeds will go towards our national fundraising for Bonnevaux

Recommended price is $15.00 plus postage as follows:
1 or 2 copies $4.50     3 or 4 copies $6.00     5 or 6 copies $7.00     7, 8 or 9 copies $9.50

If paying by cheque, please post to Jane Hole, 341 Wairakei Rd, Christchurch 8053
Otherwise please pay into the NZCCM’s account  number 38-9003-0812910-00

using your name and “40 Days” as the reference

These well-selected bytes of
wisdom come with a rich heritage.
The experience of silence is the spirit
of the mystical tradition.  But what
does ‘experience’ mean?  The
experience described here is beyond
anything we usually call experience.
Seeing that, we can go further than
superficial, fleeting experiences: self-
conscious observations of what we
are feeling or memories of what
happened to us once way back when.
We also go beyond silence as a
merely superficial pause in today’s
relentless mental and urban noise –
‘quiet time’ or ‘me time’.

Authentic silence takes us into a
depth-experience of pure

naturalness and simplicity.  The
tradition is the flow of that depth
through the generations.  It is always
surprising to be personally touched by
something now that we had previously
identified only with the past.  Many
of these chapters yield that kind of
living experience of tradition.

But, when the flow of tradition
does break through into our present
time, it forms a community: it forms
as a community.  “Meditation creates
a community” is a phrase of John
Main’s that we often reflect on in the
World Community for Christian
Meditation.  Sometimes I felt I may
have been using it too much as a
slogan.  But no, it is ceaselessly
surprising.  The more time tests it,

the truer and yet more mysterious it
becomes.

As I write this, the world is in the
first grip of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Life, work, all social activity as we
knew it has ground to a halt.  It has
created much suffering and sadness,
which as always is felt
disproportionately by the most
vulnerable, the poor, the elderly, the
handicapped.  Interestingly as our
physical social gatherings have
dwindled, our online meditation groups
have vastly increased.  By the time
you read this we may be seeing if we
have learned lessons, not only about
a spiritual path through life, but about
life as a spiritual path.

Are we going to learn how to live
better and how to more wisely love
our beautiful planet?  If so, it will be
with the help of silence.  And what
this little book shares with you will be
much better understood.

Laurence Freeman OSB
Bonnevaux, France

April 2020
X
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Q     & A

Q: In Silence and Stillness in Every Season (page
63), and in an excerpt from The Way of Unknowing,
John Main is quoted as saying “A practical instruction
to remember is that the best time to meditate is before a
meal.  So, if you can, in the early morning before breakfast
and, if you can, in the early evening before supper or
dinner”.  As a newly retired person I find it works if I
have breakfast and then meditate.  Can you please
clarfy why meditating before a meal is recommended.
A: As a Benedictine Monk, John Main lived and
breathed the The Rule of St Benedict, which constantly
advises what Benedict observed is objective best practice.
This is always with the proviso that the follower makes a
considered judgement in specific circumstances.  You
interpreted the words “if you can” as a strong direction,
when as a Benedictine, John Main would more likely mean
“if it works in your circumstances”.  When I spoke with
one of our longest practicing meditators about your question
I was greeted with a chuckle and the words “You meditate
when you can.”   As to the the reason why meditating
before a meal is recommended it is because the digestive
process tends to slow down our ability to be attentive and
concentrate. Also, with some body shapes a full stomach
can make the deep rhythmic breathing of meditation
uncomfortable.  Enjoy your retirement.  I am sure it is
well earned.

Q: During the Covid-19 lockdown I followed some
links on the World Community of Christian Meditation
website and experienced a short reflection in the early
dawn at Bonnevaux where Fr Laurence was talking
about listening to the mantra.  At first I couldn’t
understand how you could listen to something silent
but, as he explained, I understood and am so pleased
at the difference this has made to my meditation. I
wonder why wasn’t I told this when I began meditating?
A: What we are told is often very different from what
we hear and I suspect that as you watched and listened to
Fr Laurence, in that moment of grace, you heard the depth
of meaning in that little word “listen”.  Sometimes we hear
“say the mantra” or “say your word” and not what usually
follows “and listen to the sound”.  As you found, the
listening anchors our concentration and helps to bring us
to a place beyond thoughts, to a place of stillness of mind
and body.  One of the fourth-century desert fathers put it
like this “We centre ourselves and focus on the God whom
we do not see, whom we do not hear, but whose active
presence we totally accept.”   I recall Paul Harris saying
that “this is where faith enters into our prayer”.

Q & A -  A place for your questions relating to Christian Meditation - no
matter what!  The Q & A Convenor, Shirley Duthie, will answer or find
an expert to tackle any question relating to your daily practice, your
CM Group or Community Days, parish difficulties related to Christian
Meditation, Christian Meditation history or writings about Christian
Meditation and related subjects.

Send questions to:   sjmduthie@gmail.com

X

Face-to-face meetings of 10 or fewer meditators
were able to begin again from May 14th.  Decisions
for gatherings of larger numbers were not yet made
at the time this Stillpoint was compiled. Updated
information about Community Day gatherings will
be emailed out as decisions are able to be made.

July 7-12 School Retreat

Ngakuru Tyburn Monastery,

74 Dods Road, RD 1, Ngakuru

(halfway between Taupo and Rotorua).

Contact Fr. Peter Murphy,

frpetermurphy64@gmail.com 021 2519930

Kath Houston from Australia is due to

be one of the presenters so the timing

of this retreat will depend on her

ability to come to New Zealand.

July 17-19 Auckland Weekend Retreat

St Francis Retreat Centre, Hillsborough.

Retreat leader: Rosie Dell.

Contact Vincent Maire,

vincentmaire12@gmail.com  027 2766032

July 25 Waikato, Bay of Plenty CommunityDay

Spirituality and Mental Health

Contact Raymond Eberhard

celebrantraymond@gmail.com

July 25 Hawkes Bay, Manawatu & Taranaki

Community Day,  9.30am-2.30pm

Alison Kerr - It’s All About Community

Southern Star Abbey, Kopua

Contact:  Shirley Duthie

sjmduthie@gmail.com or txt 0274 954174

Aug& Oct Christchurch Community Day

programmes to be comfirmed

Contact: Chris Wilson,

cjw9NZ@gmail.com  029 3578433

Oct 10 Otaki, Wellington Region

Community Day,

St Mary’s Catholic Church Marae, Otaki.

Contact Elspeth Preddey,

elspeth.preddey@xtra.co.nz 0274 723369

Nov 7 Waikato, Bay of Plenty

Community Day, Matamata,

Exploring the Meditation Journey –

the Valleys and the Height

Contact Raymond Eberhard

celebrantraymond@gmail.com

2021

Jan 18-21 National Retreat, Waikato University.

Retreat leader, Kath Houston

Contact: Linda Polaschek

nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

Events Calendar:
(more details available in Events Calendar at NZCCM website)

uestions nswers by Shirley Duthie
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National Co-ordinator  -  Linda Polaschek

12 Everest Street, Khandallah, Wellington 6035
Phone:  04.479.7955    Email:  nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

Northland Co-ordinator  -  Michael Dougherty (ex officio)

Shantigriha, 735 Owhiwa Road, RD1 Onerahi, Whangarei 0192
Phone:  09.436.5663    Email:  mdl@outlook.co.nz
Auckland Area Co-ordinator  -  Vincent Maire

7 Motuora Road, Manly, Auckland, 0930
Phone:  027.2766032   Email:  vincentmaire12@gmail.com

Waikato-Bay of Plenty Co-ordinator - Damian Robertson

117 Ranolf Street, Glenholme, Rotorua, 3010
Phone:  07.347.2087    Email:  damian51950@gmail.com

Hawkes Bay/Manawatu/Taranaki Co-ordinator - Shirley Duthie

2A Knorp Street, Otane, Central Hawkes Bay, 4202
Phone:  06.856.8110    Email:  sjmduthie@gmail.com

Wellington Co-ordinator  -  Elspeth Preddey

39 Anne Street, Wadestown, Wellington 6012
Phone:  04.472.3369    Email:  elspeth.preddey@xtra.co.nz

National Oblate Co-ordinator  -  Jo Ward

40 Bennetts Road, Otaki, 5512
Phone:  022.071.5881    Email:  jo.otaki@yahoo.com

South Island Co-ordinator  -  Jane Hole

341 Wairakei Road, Bryndwr, Christchurch 8053
Phone:  03.359.9036     Email:  holejane66@hotmail.com

Nelson Co-ordinator  -  Marie Shepherd

Email:    mlshepherd54@gmail.com
Christchurch Co-ordinator  -  Chris Wilson

9A Camelot Street,  Christchurch
Phone:  029.357.843     Email:  cjw9nz@gmail.com

South Island Meditation in Schools

Regional Co-ordinator  -  Jane Hole

341 Wairakei Road, Bryndwr, Christchurch 8053
Phone:  03.359.9036     Email:  holejane66@hotmail.com

Friends Co-ordinator  -  Vincent Maire

7 Motuora Road, Manly, Auckland, 0930
Phone:  027.2766032    Email:  vincentmaire12@gmail.com

Treasurer  -  Maureen Eberhard

93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, Waikakto 3129
Email:  eberhardmaureen@gmail.com

Trust Board Secretary  -  Damian Robertson

117 Ranolf Street, Glenholme, Rotorua, 3010
Phone:  07.347.2087    Email:  damian51950@gmail.com

Meditation in Schools National Co-ordinator

& School Co-ordinator  -  Fr Peter Murphy

52 East Street, Papakura, Auckland 2110
Phone:  09.298.5134    Email:  frpetermurphy64@gmail.com

Webmistress  -  Clare McGivern

Email:  cmcgivern@hotmail.co.nz
Newsletter Editor   -  Margaret Paton (ex officio)
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*  Thank you for supporting the work of NZCCM.
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   and require a receipt, please tick here

*  There are several ways you can pay:
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Email Address:
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I would like to start a meditation group or have
someone run an introductory course in my area          yes/no

Please return with payment
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It’s All About Community
Hawkes Bay, Manawatu & Taranaki Community Day

Saturday 25th July, 2020

with Alison Kerr

Finally I am coming to the conclusion that my highest ambition is to be what I already am.  
Thomas Merton  

Alison Kerr

In a world, and a generation, where it so often seems to be “all about me”, where the
political climate pits the generations against each other, and where social interaction is more
and more frequently mediated by our devices, the practice of Christian Meditation offers a
way of coming together to build sustainable, inclusive communities of practice.  These
communities have the capacity to bring the generations together, delivering, to quote Fr.
Laurence Freeman in the first Meditatio Newsletter for 2020, stability with radical change.

Alison, who leads a Christian Meditation group at Ahuriri, will draw on her doctoral
research with focus groups of older people to explore the creative tension between our
individual stories, and the collective stories we are weaving together as a gift to future
generations.  A strong focus will be our human need, as individuals and as generations, to

come together in ways that are healthy, nurturing, sustaining and sustainable.

The event will be held at Southern Star Abbey, Kopua  commencing with refreshments

from 9.30 am and concluding by 2.30pm.

• Bring food to share for lunch.  Hot drinks provided.

• A hospitality koha for the monastery (if possible)

• There will be a gold coin collection

• Pleroma resources available for sale

• Numbers limited.

Please register to attend by emailing sjmduthie@gmail.com

Further information available from:

Shirley Duthie (06) 8568110 or txt 027 495 4174
Please Note:   Should Covid-19 restrictions be reinstated this event may be cancelled.


